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A B S T R A C T   

Production from the Ekofisk Chalk Field in the North Sea is believed to be significantly influenced by the 
presence of a connected fault and fracture network. In the current study, we create a 3D seismic discontinuity 
cube which is representative of this network within the southern part of the Ekofisk Field. This is done using a 
multiscale workflow which integrates seismic fault and fracture detection with borehole image log interpretation 
from three horizontal well sections. The results show that faults and fractures are prevalent in the Ekofisk 
Formations. Within the study area, faults are mainly organised in three orientations: 1) WNW-ESE, 2) NNE-SSW 
and 3) NNW-SSE. Smaller E-W striking faults are also observed. The interpreted fractures show a similar pattern 
and are organized in four orientation groups: NW-SE, WNW-ESE, ENE-WSW and NE-SW. The analysis of seismic 
discontinuity data (i.e. faults and fractures detectable on seismic) indicates that most small-scale discontinuities 
occur in proximity to large faults, and that the Lower Ekofisk Formation is characterized by more widespread – 
and a higher intensity of small-scale seismic discontinuities. It is also demonstrated that along each studied well 
section, the extracted seismic discontinuities show a qualitative correlation with the image log interpretation. 
This correlation suggests that the 3D seismic discontinuity cube can serve as a proxy for the fault and fracture 
network in the southern part of the Ekofisk Chalk Field. Following from our key findings, we conclude that the 
presented workflow and results could provide a starting point for future studies assessing the impact of natural 
fractures in the Ekofisk – and other complex reservoirs.   

1. Introduction 

Natural fractures play an important role in estimating the effective 
permeability in tight or low permeability rocks. In faulted or fractured 
reservoirs, these structural features may be reactivated due to continued 
production, resulting in unpredictable or even unwanted fluid flow 
behaviour such as early water breakthrough or channelized fluid flow 
(Jolley et al., 2007; Toublanc et al., 2005). Additionally, closed and 
cemented fractures can lower the effective permeability, thereby 
potentially inhibiting fluid flow and potential production (e.g. Bisdom 
et al., 2016; Laubach et al., 2019). 

Predicting the geometry, location and intensity of natural fractures 
has become an integral component of characterizing structurally 

complex reservoirs. These characterization studies often consider a 
multitude of scales and data types (Freeman et al., 2015; Quinn et al., 
2014; Williams et al., 2017). Seismic data is generally used to detect and 
characterize larger structural features such as faults ranging from tens to 
hundreds of meters (Boe, 2012; Bounaim et al., 2013; Toublanc et al., 
2005). Image log - and/or core data is commonly used to detect and 
describe smaller structural features ranging from few centimetres to 
several metres. The usage of either data set in isolation has limitations 
with respect to its resolution. Seismic data lack the fine scale interpre-
tation at the well location, and log data lack the lateral distribution 
component. However, the combination of the low-resolution seismic 
data and the high-resolution well data reduces the uncertainty in map-
ping and predicting structural discontinuities (Gauthier et al., 2002; 
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Laubach et al., 2019; Toublanc et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2017). 
There are several published methods that allow for combining 

seismic and well log data with the aim to reduce prediction un-
certainties. For instance, a methodology commonly used in subsurface 
case studies is geostatistical modelling (Gauthier et al., 2002). This 
method generally integrates the seismic – and borehole input data using 
1) statistical distributions (e.g. fracture length or orientation), 2) large 
scale probability maps, and/or 3) correlations between the different 
datasets, in order to create large scale representations of subsurface 
reservoirs (e.g. Gauthier et al., 2002; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

A more recent method involves the usage of linear elastic forward 
modelling of geologically constrained data sets, so that mechanically 

constrained descriptions of sub-seismic features can be realized on a 
reservoir scale (e.g. Boersma et al., 2019a,b; Maerten et al., 2006; 
Maerten et al., 2016 Maerten et al., 2019). This approach integrates 
seismic and well data with geological concepts such as fault or 
fold-related fracturing and linear elastic fracture mechanics (Maerten 
et al., 2006, 2019). However, successful applications of this approach 
require extensive knowledge of the geological and tectonic history in 
order to make sound assumptions. 

Subsurface fracture prediction uncertainties can also be aided by 
outcrop analogues, which can provide valuable information on the 
relation between far-field stresses, local lithology, large-scale structural 
features (e.g. faults or folds) and local fracture-network geometries 
(Boersma et al., 2019a,b; Hanke et al., 2018; Maerten et al., 2016; 
McGinnis et al., 2015). While the importance of outcrop analogues is 
acknowledged, multiple studies have also shown and suggested that 
introducing fracture data generated under tectonic constraints different 
from the reservoir conditions, can introduce a considerable bias (e.g. 
Boro et al., 2014; Laubach et al., 2019; Sanderson, 2016; Williams et al., 
2017). 

Another method for characterizing naturally fractured reservoirs is 
to analyse attributes of high quality 3D seismic amplitude data (Bou-
naim et al., 2019; Jaglan and Qayyum, 2015; Williams et al., 2017). For 
example, edge detection attributes such as amplitude contrast or cur-
vature can identify areas of significant changes in the seismic signal 
which might relate to fault zones and fracture corridors (e.g. Boe, 2012; 
Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Jaglan and Qayyum, 2015). Additionally, 
applying edge enhancement filters allows for the automatic detection 
and extraction of large fault networks (Boe, 2012; Boersma et al., 2019a, 
b; Bounaim et al., 2013; Jaglan and Qayyum, 2015; Williams et al., 
2017). Furthermore, a case study testing seismic attributes for fracture 
detection showed that even when being at the limit of the seismic res-
olution, subtle changes in the seismic signal caused by naturally frac-
tured rock could be detected using normal-vector attributes (Bounaim 
et al., 2019; Haege et al., 2013). However, even though these attributes 
can detect fractured rock bodies, it should be noted that individual 
fractures interpreted from core - or image-log data fall below the reso-
lution of the seismic attributes. 

In this study, we expand the seismic reservoir characterization 
methodologies explained above and present a new workflow that in-
tegrates seismic fault and fracture detection with borehole image-log 
interpretation. This is done in order to create a 3D seismic disconti-
nuity cube that is representative of the fault and fracture network pre-
sent within the southern part of the Ekofisk Field offshore Norway, 
which is a large naturally fractured chalk reservoir (Fig. 1). This study is 
structured as follows: First, a set of newly developed seismic volume 
attributes and fault detection tools are presented and used to create the 
3D seismic discontinuity cube. Second, small-scale structural features 
are interpreted and characterized using image log data from three 
different wells. Third, a qualitative correlation between the seismic and 
well data is established. Finally, the results are evaluated against 4D 
seismic changes caused by water injection and the implications and 
potential for future work are discussed. 

2. Geological setting and study area 

2.1. Tectonic setting and stratigraphy 

The Ekofisk field is located in the southern part of the Norwegian 
Central Graben (NCG) which represents the southern branch of the 
North Sea triple rift system (Gennaro, 2011) (Fig. 1a). The present 
configuration of the NCG is the result of several subsequent tectonic 
events (Gennaro, 2011; Vejbæk and Andersen, 2002; Ziegler, 1990, 
1992):  

1) WNW-ESE Permo-Triassic extension and the deposition of the 
Zechstein successions 

Fig. 1. Location and geometry of the Ekofisk field. a) Geographical map of the 
North Sea area depicting the major Mesozoic tectonic elements. Figure modified 
after Gennaro (2011).b) Top Ekofisk horizon and mapped fault pattern as 
interpreted by Toublanc et al. (2005). SOA: Seismic Obscure Area. 
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2) Early Jurassic doming  
3) Late Jurassic rifting (WNW-ESE extension)  
4) Early Cretaceous E-W compression (inversion) and transpressive 

movement along NW-SE Triassic-Jurassic faults  
5) Late Cretaceous to Eocene thermal subsidence accompanied by 

several NNE-SSW compressive pulses resulting in the inversion of 
major basement faults and salt movement  

6) Continued halokinesis and the development 4-way dip anticlines 
(domes) 

The Ekofisk Chalk Field is a dome structure (Fig. 1a and b) 
comprising upper Cretaceous and lower Paleogene reworked chalk 
sediment of the Tor Formation, the Lower Ekofisk Formation and the 
Upper Ekofisk Formation (Gennaro et al., 2013). These formations are 
overlain and sealed by the silt and shale layers of the Paleogene Balder 
Formation, resulting in large entrapments of hydrocarbons. 

2.2. Field characteristics 

The Ekofisk reservoir rocks exhibit relatively high porosities (±30%) 
and comparatively low matrix permeabilities ranging between 0.1 and 
10 mD (Gennaro et al., 2013; Tolstukhin et al., 2012; Toublanc et al., 
2005). Also, as known from other chalk fields in the North Sea (e.g. 
Klinkby et al., 2005), a gas cap at the crest of the field produces a 
Seismically Obscured Area (SOA) within the centre of the dome and in 
younger stratigraphic layers (Fig. 1b). A vast network of connected 
faults and fractures exists in the chalk formations, which significantly 
enhances the effective permeability of the normally tight reservoir rocks 
(up to 50mD), thereby making commercial production possible (Agar-
wal et al., 1997; Teufel and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

Previous seismic interpretations point out that the Ekofisk fault 
network shows three main orientations (WNW-ESE, NNW-SSE, NNE- 
SSW) (Gennaro, 2011; Jones et al., 2014; Toublanc et al., 2005) 

(Fig. 1b). Fracture classification studies using core data indicate that the 
Ekofisk fracture network can be sub-divided into four main classes, 
namely: 1) Tectonic fractures, 2) stylolite-associated fractures, 3) 
irregular fractures and 4) healed fractures, with the tectonic fractures 
being most dominant and the main contributors to the effective 
permeability within the Ekofisk reservoir formations (Agarwal et al., 
1997; Jones et al., 2014; Teufel and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc et al., 2005). 
The main orientations of these small-scale structural features are 
commonly sub-divided in three main sets which generally strike parallel 
to the orientations of the main fault groups (i.e. WNW-ESE, NNW-SSE, 
NNE-SSW) (Agarwal et al., 1997; Teufel and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc 
et al., 2005). This observation has led to the assumption that the Ekofisk 
faults and fractures are structurally related (Agarwal et al., 1997; Teufel 
and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

3. Methodology 

3.1. The dataset 

This study focuses on the southern part of the Ekofisk Chalk Field, 
outside of the SOA (Fig. 2a). This part of the field was chosen, such that 
potential sources of knowable seismic noise (e.g. production patterns, 
acquisition geometry (i.e. edge of the survey) and SOA) were best 
avoided. 

The studied dataset consists of post-stack 3D seismic amplitude data 
and azimuthal density borehole image logs from three horizontal wells 
(Fig. 2a, b and c). The 3D seismic amplitude data were acquired prior to 
the onset of injection in the southern part field in 2014. The seismic data 
has binsize dimensions of 12.5 m by 12.5 m by 3.06 m. At reservoir 
depth, the vertical resolution and horizontal resolution were estimated 
to be 19 m and 63 m (determined with the point spread function), 
respectively. Reservoir markers such as the Top Balder and Top Upper 
Ekofisk can be identified (Fig. 2b). In addition to the 3D seismic data, a 

Fig. 2. Dataset and study area. a) Location of the study area. Contour lines represent the top Ekofisk horizon and range from 2900 m at the crest to 3200 m at the 
fringes. The 3D seismic data have been cropped by the extend of the study area. The colour coding of the three wells will be applied throughout this study. Faults 
mapped on top Ekofisk. (modified after Toublanc et al., 2005). b) Cross section through study area. Note that the key formations have been marked (Balder, Upper 
Ekofisk FM (UE), Lower Ekofisk (LE) and Tor. c) Subset of the azimuthal density image logs used for the fracture and fault interpretation. 
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4D time-strain cube (i.e. the time-shift of the seismic signal caused by 
changes in the reservoir properties (e.g. Rickett et al., 2007)) was used to 
evaluate how faults and fractures impact production (section 5.2). This 
4D time-strain cube was created by combining two seismic cubes, which 
were acquired at different times (i.e. prior to injection and production 
and during active injection and production). 

The three horizontal wells investigated in this study (wells A, B and 
C) were drilled into the Upper - and Lower Ekofisk Formation, respec-
tively (Fig. 2a) (Well A: Upper Ekofisk and Well B & C: Lower Ekofisk). 
These wells are currently being utilized as injectors. The three respective 
azimuthal density image logs (ALD) have a relatively low resolution (i.e. 
vertical sampling ALD = 15.24 cm with respect to the vertical sampling 
of high-resolution FMI = 0.254 cm). This makes the interpretation of 
small scale and individual fractures difficult (Fig. 2c). However, while 
the resolution is low these logs can be used to identify larger features 
(fractured or faulted rocks) showing distinct changes in the rock density 
(Fig. 2c) (e.g. Ibrayev et al., 2016). 

3.2. Large-scale seismic discontinuity analysis 

Faults detectable on seismic data were detected using five edge at-
tributes (Aqrawi and Boe, 2011; Boe, 2012; Bounaim et al., 2013) 
(Fig. 3): 1) edge detection with a dip-guided 3D Sobel attribute, 2) edge 
enhancement with a 3D Radon filter, 3) background adjustment, 4) 
additional edge enhancement (ridge detection attribute) and 5) scaling 
of edges using a voxel-by-voxel arithmetic calculation. The edges attri-
butes were conditioned in such a way that only structural elements with 
a measurable seismic displacement were detected. 

The first step in this workflow was edge detection using a dip-guided 
3D Sobel attribute (Amplitude Contrast) (Fig. 3b) (Aqrawi and Boe, 
2011). This attribute highlights areas where the seismic amplitude is 
disturbed or displaced and could therefore indicate faults, changes in 
depositional environment, or the reworking of sediments. In the second 
step, the seismic signature of medium-to large-scale faults was enhanced 
by subsequently applying a 3D Radon filter (Edge Enhancement 1) (Boe, 
2012) (Fig. 3c). This filter enhanced planar seismic features by itera-
tively comparing, summing, averaging and smoothing the discontinu-
ities (i.e. results of step 1) along planes with arbritrary dips and 

dip-directions (bounds of the allowed plane rotations are defined by 
the user), so that larger 3D discontinuities were enhanced, while smaller 
features, such as noise, were smoothed away (Boe, 2012). The third step 
involved the adjustment of the background, i.e. subtracting the Gaussian 
horizontal mean from the enhanced edge cube (Fig. 3d). In the fourth 
step, another edge enhancement step was performed to detect ridges 
(Edge Evidence attribute in Petrel) (Fig. 3e). Finally, the seismic cubes 
from steps 3 and 4 were multiplied, using a dataset specific best practice 
approach (i.e. calculator expressions formations were dependent on the 
input data and output discontinuity cubes) (Step 5) (Fig. 3f). The 
resulting discontinuity cube was then normalized, such that larger and 
wider faults have values close to 1.0, while subtle discontinuities are 
represented by values ranging between 0.2 and 0.6. Areas without faults 
or discontinuities have values close to zero. The normalized disconti-
nuity cube was used to characterize the large faults within the Ekofisk 
Field. 

Fig. 3. Large scale discontinuity (e.g. faults) detection and extraction workflow: a) Seismic input cube. b) Edge detection using the amplitude contrast filter (step 1). 
c) Edge enhancement with a 3D energy orientation filter (EEI) (step 2). d) Background adjustment using the Gaussian horizontal mean (step 3). e) Further 
enhancement to detect ridges (EEII) (step 4). f) Scaling and normalizing the edges (step 5). Note that the exact calculator expression is confidential. See the text for 
additional details on the workflow and different attributes. 

Fig. 4. Normal vector field overlaid on a seismic section. Layered and chaotic 
seismic signals are clearly identified by differences in the behaviour of the 
normal vector field. Figure modified from Bounaim et al. (2019). Note that the 
depicted seismic data are an example and do not represent seismic data used 
in study. 
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3.3. Small-scale seismic discontinuity analysis 

Small-scale discontinuities (e.g. fractured rock) were more difficult 
to detect using the contrast in seismic amplitude. For this reason, these 
discontinuities were detected using 3D seismic vector attributes (Bou-
naim et al., 2019; Haege et al., 2013) (Fig. 4). This approach consists of 
the calculations of three subsequent volume attributes: 1) Normal vector 
calculations, 2) computation of the curl attribute and 3) computation of 
the small-scale seismic discontinuity cube (Fig. 5) (Bounaim et al., 2019; 
Haege et al., 2013). 

The first step in the small-scale discontinuity analysis was the 
computation of the normal vectors of the seismic data in the three 
seismic components (Figs. 4 and 5a-b (step 1)). Here, the normal vector 
field was generated using a polynomial reconstruction of the seismic 
signal (Sonneland et al., 1998), which allowed for calculation of de-
rivatives in each direction (inline, crossline, vertical). For consistency, 
the vectors were normalized to unit length and point upwards (Fig. 4). 
These three components of the normal vector field (VnIL, VnXL and VnZ) 
were used to calculate the dip and azimuth of the small scale disconti-
nuities (Bounaim et al., 2019). In the second step, the curl of the 
normal-vector components was computed (Fig. 5c). This attribute 
captured abrupt spatial changes (rotation) in the normal vector data 
within each seismic voxel, thereby making it very effective in detecting 
subtle changes in the seismic reflection data (Bounaim et al., 2019). The 
final step involved the computation of the magnitude of the three curl 
attribute components (Step 3) (Fig. 5d). This magnitude cube was 
proven to be efficient for identifying fractured rock in a previous case 

study (Haege et al., 2014) and will be used for characterizing small scale 
discontinuities (e.g. fractured rock) throughout this study. 

3.4. Fracture interpretation from borehole image logs 

The three aforementioned azimuthal density image logs were ana-
lysed using the Schlumberger Techlog wellbore software platform. 
Fractures were interpreted using a consistent resolution (1:100 (MD)), as 
features showing abrupt changes in the density and porosity log as well 
as clear changes in the borehole image log itself (i.e. both an increase 
and a decrease with respect to the background data) (Fig. 2c). Because of 
the quality and type of the utilized borehole data (Fig. 2c), discrimina-
tion between the different structural features present within the Ekofisk 
reservoir formations (i.e. tectonic fractures, stylolite-associated frac-
tures, irregular fractures, and healed fractures) was impossible. There-
fore, the interpreted features will collectively be called fractures 
throughout this paper. However, we acknowledge that this is a simpli-
fication that should be addressed in future studies, since the structural 
discontinuities present within the Ekofisk reservoir formations have 
different mechanical origins and have a distinct impact on the effective 
permeability (Peacock et al., 2016; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

From the interpreted fracture data, the Terzaghi corrected fracture 
intensity (P10) along the different wells was calculated (Fig. 6a) (Ter-
zaghi, 1965). Subsequently, the computed P10 was smoothed using a 
constant sampling window of 122 m (400 ft) (Fig. 6b). Such a large 
sampling window was chosen so that zones of intensively fractured rock 
could be identified and compared to the seismic discontinuity data. 

Fig. 5. Sequence of steps used for the small- 
scale discontinuity detection and character-
ization. The cubes shown in this figure have 
the same size as the 3D seismic data utilized 
and presented within this stud. Comparison 
of the discontinuity cubes project on top of 
the Ekofisk horizon is shown later in the 
results section (e.g. Figs. 7–9). a) Input 
seismic reflection data. b) Normal vectors of 
the seismic data in three dimensions (VnIL 
(inline), VnXL (crossline) and VnZ (vertical)). 
c) Curl attribute of the three normal vector 
components (CIL, CIL and CZ). d) Magnitude 
of the curl attribute components (i.e. M =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

C2
IL + C2

XL + C2
Z

√

) which was normalized. 
See the text for additional details on the 
workflow and different attributes.   

Fig. 6. Smoothing the fracture intensity data. a) Interpreted fracture intensity (P10) for well A. b) Smoothed fracture intensity using a sampling window of 122.0 m.  
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Apart from the fracture intensity, the orientation distributions of the 
interpreted fractures were acquired for each well. 

3.5. Well to seismic correlation 

To assess the correlation between the seismic attributes and the 
interpreted well data, the results of the seismic discontinuity analysis, i. 
e. small- and large-scale seismic-discontinuity cubes, were extracted 
along each well. This was done using the well-seismic tool in Petrel and 
data was extracted along a 40 m wide plane which was parallel to the 

trajectory of each analysed well (see Petrel manual for additional in-
formation on the data extraction). Subsequently, the extracted seismic 
data were compared to the interpreted fracture intensity and orienta-
tion, so that a qualitative correlation could be established. 

4. Results 

4.1. Large-scale discontinuity detection 

The results of the seismic fault detection workflow (Fig. 3) indicate 

Fig. 7. Results of the seismic fault characterization workflow. a-b) Faults extracted from the seismic depicted on the Upper and Lower Ekofisk formations, 
respectively. Number of interpreted faults used for the rose diagram are 152 for the upper Ekofisk and 122 for the lower Ekofisk. c-d) Two WSW-ESE cross sections 
through the seismic data with extracted faults. Note that for this figure, faults having an attribute value lower than 0.225 are not shown (see section 3.2.). Further, 
because of the 2D planar depiction, faults which strike parallel to the cross section, have an apparent dip which is parallel to the bedding. 
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that the Upper - and Lower Ekofisk Formation are heavily faulted 
(Fig. 7a–b), with the extracted faults showing three main orientations: 1) 
NNW-SSE, 2) NNE-SSW, and 3) WNW-ESE. Smaller E-W faults are also 
observed (Fig. 7a–b). For simplicity these E-W faults have been cate-
gorized in the WNW-ESE group. 

The WNW-ESE fault group is believed to be linked to the underlying 
WNW-ESE striking Jurassic rift faults and mainly occurs in clustered 
zones in the northern and western part of the study area (Fig. 7a–b). 
Faults within the WNW-ESE fault group show relatively low displace-
ment values and are generally not observed within the overlying Balder 
Formation (Fig. 7a–d). The locality of the clustered WNW-ESE fault 
zones is consistent with previous interpretations of the Ekofisk fault 
network (e.g. Toublanc et al., 2005) (Fig. 2a). 

The dominant NNW-SSE faults strike parallel to the major hinge axis 
of the Ekofisk dome structure. These faults are thought to be related to 
major doming events, and are most dominant in the Upper Ekofisk - and 
Balder Formation (Fig. 7a–d). Within the Lower Ekofisk Formation, the 
dominance of the NNW-SSE fault group is less apparent (Fig. 7a–d). 
Faults belonging to the NNW-SSE fault group show both inversion and 
normal faulting, implying that this fault group has been affected by the 
Late Cretaceous to Eocene NNE-SSW compressive events (Fig. 7c–d) 
(Gennaro, 2011). 

The NNE-SSW fault group is easily detectable from the seismic data. 
It shows normal displacement and is present throughout the Ekofisk - 
and Balder Formation (Fig. 7). These NNE-SSW faults displace the 
Ekofisk dome structure, suggesting that they continued to be active after 
the major doming events. Similarly to was observed in previous fault 
interpretations (e.g. Toublanc et al., 2005) our results show that this 
fault group is mainly clustered near the centre of the dome (Figs. 1b and 
7). 

4.2. Small-scale discontinuity analysis 

The analysis of small-scale discontinuities indicates that for the 
Upper Ekofisk Formation, the highest discontinuity attribute magni-
tudes (values ranging between 0.25 and 0.70) can be found in proximity 
to the larger NNE-SSW faults and along the WNW-ESE fault corridor 
(Figs. 7a and 8a). The areas in proximity to NNW-SSE and other smaller 
faults show magnitudes slightly higher than 0.15 (i.e. dark grey fea-
tures). Apart from the faulted areas, the attribute map shows relatively 

low values (i.e. magnitudes lower than 0.15) (Fig. 8a), which most likely 
implies that apart from faulted areas, very few small-scale discontinu-
ities are present within the Upper Ekofisk Formation. 

The Lower Ekofisk Formation shows more detectable small-scale 
seismic discontinuities (Fig. 8b). Again, the results indicate that high- 
attribute values occur along large fault planes present within the 
Lower Ekofisk Formation (e.g. the NNE-SSW - and WNW-ESE faults) 
(Fig. 8a–b). However, the results also show that within the Lower Eko-
fisk Formation, areas which show high discontinuity magnitudes exist in 
locations where no faults are detected (Figs. 7b and 8b). For example, in 
the northern and western edges of the study area, large WNW-ESE and 
NW-SE elongated discontinuities are present in areas where only a few 
large faults were extracted (Figs. 7b and 8b). The orientation of these 
small-scale features is roughly parallel to the faults that are in proximity, 
and this could imply that they represent small structural features such as 
fracture corridors (Figs. 7b and 8b). However, in the southern and 
eastern edges of the study area, these features do not seem to align with 
the local fault orientations (Figs. 7b and 8b). A possible explanation for 
this observation is that within these areas, the small-scale discontinuities 
represent debris flows which are known to be present within the Lower 
Ekofisk – and Tor Formation (Gennaro et al., 2013). Alternatively, these 
discontinuities could represent an artifact in the utilized Lower-Ekofisk 
horizon. 

4.3. The combined seismic discontinuity cube 

For the Ekofisk Field, the faults and tectonic fractures are believed to 
be structurally related (i.e. fault-related fracturing) (Agarwal et al., 
1997; Toublanc et al., 2005). This implies that within our workflow both 
the large- and small-scale discontinuity cubes (Figs. 7 and 8) can be 
associated with fractured or faulted zones. 

Therefore, to create a representative discontinuity cube, the results 
of the small- and large-scale discontinuity analysis are normalized and 
added together. The resulting cube is called the seismic discontinuity 
cube and this cube is representative for both large- and small-scale 
discontinuities (e.g. faults and fractures) which are detectable from 
seismic (Fig. 9a–d). This cube will be used for further evaluation against 
the image log data. 

Fig. 8. Results of the small-scale discontinuity workflow. a-b) Small-scale discontinuity attribute (SCDA) mapped on top of the Upper and Lower Ekofisk formations, 
respectively. 
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4.4. Borehole image log interpretation 

The borehole image log interpretation results show similar orienta-
tions with respect to the faults detected on the seismic (i.e. NNW-SSE -, 
NNE-SSW -, WNW-ESE - and smaller E-W faults) (Figs. 7 and 10a-b). 
Based on the measured orientation, the interpreted fractures can be 
subdivided into four groups, namely: NW-SE, WNW-ESE, ENE-WSW, 
and NE-SW (Fig. 10a–b). The dip data indicate that 81% of the inter-
preted fractures have a dip ranging between 45◦ ≤ dip ≤ 90◦

(Fig. 10a–b), verifying that the interpreted features mainly represent 
tectonic fractures (e.g. Agarwal et al., 1997; Jones et al., 2014; Teufel 
and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

Discriminating the fracture data per well shows that each well is 
characterized by two fracture orientations (Table 1, Fig. 10a–b). The 
orientation distributions of wells A and B highlight that the most 
dominant fracture groups strike approximately NW-SE and NE-SW 
(Table 1, Fig. 10a–b). The similarities between the two wells are ex-
pected because wells A and B are both located in the southern part of the 
study area and drilled sub-parallel to each other (Fig. 2a). Moreover, 
seismic discontinuities in proximity to these two wells show similar 
orientations to those interpreted in the image logs (Fig. 7a–b, 9a-b and 
10 a-b). Well C is characterized by NNW-SSE and E-W striking fractures 
(Fig. 10a–b and Table 1). Again, these fracture orientations are also 

observed in the seismic discontinuity data in proximity to well C 
(Fig. 7a–b, 9a-b and 10 a-b). 

Although extracted fracture groups show similar orientation with 
respect to the seismic discontinuity data, it should be noted that frac-
tures striking parallel to the well orientation are most likely under- 
sampled and under-represented in the acquired orientation distribu-
tion (Fig. 10b). This implies that for wells A and B, the NNW-SSE striking 
features and for well C, the NE-SW striking fractures are under- 
represented because they strike parallel to the respective well trajec-
tory (Fig. 10b). 

The borehole image log interpretation also indicates that most 
fractures show clustering behaviour and that fractures can be grouped in 
different zones showing relatively high intensity magnitudes (Fig. 6a–b 
and 10c-d) (Sanderson and Peacock, 2019). For Well A, the interpreta-
tion indicates that five different zones of relatively high intensity frac-
turing could be identified (Fig. 10c–d). The intensity distribution for 
well B shows that the different fractures clusters can be grouped in two 
distinct zones, that are separated by a relatively long interval which 
shows almost no fracturing (Fig. 10c–d). Well C, has a more continuous 
fracture intensity signal and the results indicate that the interpreted 
features can roughly be sub-divided into two separate zones 
(Fig. 10c–d). 

Fig. 9. Seismic discontinuity attribute (SDA) (i.e. summation of small- and large-scale discontinuity cubes). a-b) Seismic discontinuity attribute mapped on top the 
Upper and Lower Ekofisk FM’s, respectively. c-d) Two WNW-ESE cross sections through the seismic data and extracted discontinuity cubes. 
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4.5. Comparison between image logs and seismic discontinuity data 

The extraction of seismic data along each well, allows for the com-
parison of the seismic discontinuity cube and interpreted image log data 
(Fig. 11a–b). The results indicate that for well A, the peaks in the 
interpreted fracture intensity distribution have a good qualitative fit 
with the peaks in the seismic discontinuity signal, with most of the high 

intensity zones being captured by the seismic discontinuity cube. Well B 
has a reasonable fit between the seismic discontinuity data and inter-
preted fracture intensity distribution. Here, the different zones of frac-
turing are captured by the seismic discontinuity cube. The seismic signal 
extracted along well C shows a signal with two distinct peaks, which 
roughly correlate with the centres of the two interpreted fracture zones. 
This implies that well C also shows a reasonable qualitative correlation 

Fig. 10. Image log interpretation results. a) Tad poles of the interpreted beddings and fractures along each well. b) Extracted orientation distribution and pole data, 
c) smoothed fracture intensity distributions (P10), and d) Cumulative plots of fracture count vs. distance (%) for wells A, B and C, respectively. Note that the different 
wells are also indicated by their respective colour. Furthermore, see Figs. 2, 7 and 8 or 9 for the location of the wells. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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with the seismic data (Fig. 11a–b). 
While a qualitative correlation is observed, discrepancies between 

the interpreted fracture intensity and seismic signal are also noted 
(Fig. 11a–b). For example, in well B, the start and measured intensity of 
the first fracture zone has not fully been captured by the seismic 
discontinuity cube. Furthermore, the peak in the seismic discontinuity 
signal observed at MD = 4420 m does not fully coincide with a peak in 
fracture intensity (Fig. 11b). In well C, the two distinct fracture zones are 
not fully captured by the seismic discontinuity data (Fig. 11a–b). These 
observed differences could potentially be explained by the seismic res-
olution or uncertainties in the velocity model. For instance, some of the 
interpreted fractures could fall below the seismic resolution. Further-
more, due to uncertainties in the velocity model, small discrepancy 
between the depth of the well data and depth of the seismic could exist. 

By extracting the azimuth data of the seismic discontinuity cubes (i.e. 
can be computed from the three normal vector components (Fig. 5b)) 
along each well, the orientation distributions of the interpreted fractures 
and the seismic discontinuities can be compared. The results show that 
for all wells, the dominant orientations observed in the image logs are 
also observed and sampled in by the seismic discontinuity cube 
(Fig. 12a–c and Table 1) (i.e. Well A: NW-SE, NE-SW, E-W, well B: NW- 
SE, NE-SW and well C: NW-SE, E-W). Furthermore, the orientation dis-
tribution from the seismic data highlights an additional fracture group 
(Fig. 11a–c). This group strikes parallel to the well trajectory and could 
therefore not be sampled by the image log interpretation (Fig. 12a–c and 
Table 1) (i.e. NNW-SSE for well A and B and NE-SW for well C). 

However, as was observed with the fracture intensity correlation, 
small discrepancies between the orientation distributions do exist. Here, 
a possible explanation for the differences could be the resolution of the 
available image logs, which is relatively low (Fig. 2), potentially 
impacting the accuracy of the actual interpretation and thereby of the 
measured fracture orientations. Another possible explanation is that the 
seismic and well data sample the observed structural features in 
different proportions. 

In summary, our results show that the seismic and well data show a 
qualitative correlation, emphasizing that the seismic discontinuity cube 
can be used for identifying zones of relatively high-density fracturing 
(Figs. 10 and 11). Additionally, the orientation data in the discontinuity 
cube can be utilized to identify the dominant strike of the fractured 
zones (Figs. 5 and 12). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. A seismic-driven workflow for characterizing natural faults and 
fractures in the Ekofisk Field 

In complex reservoirs such as the Ekofisk Field understanding the 
spatial distribution, geometry and intensity of natural fracture and fault 
systems is seen as an integral component in predicting the effective 
permeability and potential fluid flow patterns (Agarwal et al., 1997; 
Haukås et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2014; Teufel and Farrell, 1990; Tol-
stukhin et al., 2012, 2014; Toublanc et al., 2005). Here, fractures and 
faults are believed to greatly enhance the permeability of the normally 
tight chalk rocks, making production possible (e.g. Agarwal et al., 1997; 
Toublanc et al., 2005). Therefore, to better predict fluid-flow behavior 

during production, several attempts have been made to map the fracture 
intensity and effective permeability using a variety of methods. For 
instance, Toublanc et al. (2005) used mappable faults and empirical 
relations to create reservoir scale fracture intensity and effective 
permeability models. Agarwal et al. (1997) used a positive relationship 
between matrix porosity and fracture intensity to map the effective 
permeability. A more recent method involves the inclusion of 4D seismic 
data in order to update existing reservoir models (e.g. Tolstukhin et al., 
2014; Tolstukhin et al., 2012). 

This study used a seismic-driven workflow to characterize the spatial 
distribution of the natural fault and fracture network present within the 
southern Ekofisk Field. The workflow comprises of newly developed 
seismic attributes (Boe, 2012; Bounaim et al., 2013, 2019; Haege et al., 
2013; Haukås et al., 2018) in order to detect large-scale (e.g. faults) and 
small-scale discontinuities (e.g. fractures rock). The resulting disconti-
nuity cubes show fault orientations and network geometries which are 
comparative to previous fault interpretations (e.g. Toublanc et al., 
2005), acknowledging that the presented workflow could be utilized for 
extracting structural features up to the resolution of the seismic data. 
Further, the discontinuities detected on the seismic highlighted quali-
tative correlations with fracture data interpreted from the available 
image logs (Figs. 11 and 12), which implies that the presented seismic 
discontinuity cube could be used for identifying zones of relatively high 
intensity fracturing and faulting. 

However, while the qualitative correlation between the seismic and 
well data holds valuable information, a direct – and quantitative cor-
relation between the two datasets was not observed (Fig. 11). This im-
plies that improvements to the workflow and results are necessary 
before the seismic discontinuity cubes can be used as quantitative input 
for modelling the tectonic fracture network at reservoir level. These 
improvements can range from adding steps to the seismic discontinuity 
workflow (see section 5.3) to introducing core - and higher resolution 
borehole image data (e.g. Teufel and Farrell, 1990; Toublanc et al., 
2005), thereby: 1) reducing the uncertainties in the extracted seismic 
discontinuities, and 2) better characterizing the different structural 
features present within the Ekofisk reservoir formations (i.e. tectonic 
fractures, stylolite-associated fractures, irregular fractures, and healed 
fractures). 

Another possible improvement is to do a more in-depth analysis of 
the available image log - and seismic discontinuity data. For example, 
the interpreted fracture intensity (P10) and the observed seismic 
discontinuity data could be differentiated by orientation (Figs. 10–12), 
so that a better geological understanding between the small- and large- 
scale structural features is achieved. By doing so, the presented results 
could potentially be fitted to different fault damage zone models, 
thereby allowing for the translation of seismic discontinuity data to 
different fault/fracture probability models (e.g. Gauthier et al., 2002; 
Mayolle et al., 2019; Toublanc et al., 2005). 

5.2. Potential implications for the Ekofisk field and other complex 
reservoir studies 

We propose that the presented workflow and results can improve the 
characterization of the Ekofisk and other complex reservoir studies. For 
instance, the extracted seismic discontinuity cube can help in identifying 
zones which have a high probability of being significantly faulted or 
fractured. Furthermore the presented discontinuity cubes could be 
evaluated against dynamic data such as 4D seismic, which measures the 
change in seismic behaviour (i.e. time shift, amplitude and impedance) 
caused by production or injection over time (e.g. Folstad, 2016; Tol-
stukhin et al., 2014; Tolstukhin et al., 2012). (Folstad, 2016; Haukås 
et al., 2018) 

For the Ekofisk reservoir formations, negative seismic changes (i.e. 
4D seismic hardening) are generally associated with 1) an increase of the 
water saturation, 2) rock compaction, 3) pressure depletion, and 4) 
channelized fluid flow caused by the presence of natural faults and 

Table 1 
Interpreted fracture groups and extracted orientation data from the seismic 
along each well used in this study.  

Well Interpreted fracture groups Extracted strike data from 
seismic 

Well A NW-SE, NE-SW, E-W (weakest signal) E-W, NW-SE, NNW-SSE, NE-SW 
Well B NW-SE, NE-SW NNW-SSE, NE-SW 
Well C NNW-SSE, E-W, NE-SW (minor 

signal) 
NW-SW, ENE-WSW, NE-SW  
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fractures. This implies that, along actively injecting wells, the 4D seismic 
hardening data should show similar patterns as the seismic discontinu-
ities and natural fractures. Therefore, to better understand whether such 
a correlation exists, seismic hardening data were extracted along a plane 
parallel to Well B (active injector well) and projected on top of the 
seismic discontinuity cube (Fig. 13). The depicted 4D changes represent 
the difference in two seismic datasets after 4 years of water injection. 
This figure shows that in most areas close to the trajectory of Well B, the 
4D anomalies follow the general trend observed in the seismic 

discontinuity cube. This geometric fit suggests that the seismic discon-
tinuity cube is representative of faults and fractures which increase the 
effective permeability and therefore channel fluid flow. 

While a geometric overlap between the two datasets exists, further 
research is needed to fully understand the correlation between observ-
able discontinuities and 4D seismic changes. Therefore, we propose that 
the seismic discontinuity cube can provide a starting-point for an 
ensemble-based 4D seismic history-matching workflow as suggested by 
Haukås et al. (2018) or Tolstukhin et al. (2014). Here, the seismic 

Fig. 11. Comparison between the observations made using the seismic data and data extracted from the three wells. a) Seismic discontinuity signal and well in-
formation depicted on a surface which is parallel to the respective well (i.e. surface is extracted from the well path). Note that the relative fracture intensity has been 
plotted on top of each well trajectory and that well B and C share the same colour bar. b) Measured fracture intensity and seismic discontinuity signal extracted along 
each well respectively. Width of extraction was 40 m (20 m either side) for each well (see section 3.5). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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discontinuity cube can be used to generate different effective perme-
ability and/or discrete fracture network models which can be imple-
mented into dynamic reservoir simulations. The results of these 
simulations can then be compared to production data at the wells or to 
4D changes observed in the seismic, so that geologically constrained 
reservoir models can be generated. 

5.3. Potential improvements to the small-scale seismic discontinuity 
workflow 

Attributes using the rotation of normal vectors calculated from the 
seismic data could be used for the detection of small-scale discontinu-
ities which fall at the limit of the seismic resolution (Bounaim et al., 
2019; Haege et al., 2013). In this study, these attributes were used for 
detecting intensively fractured rock. However, because these attributes 
use subtle rotations in the seismic data for discontinuity detection, they 
could be very sensitive to random seismic noise, which may lead to 
erroneous results and/or interpretations. Therefore, to minimize this 
potential issue in future studies, we suggest that signal to noise studies 
should be conducted, so that the sensitivity of the small-scale disconti-
nuity workflow in relation to seismic noise is better assessed and 
quantified. 

Another improvement to the workflow concerns sedimentary 

features such as debris or mass flows. These deposits are known to be 
present within the Ekofisk - and Tor Formation (Gennaro et al., 2013) 
and due to their dipping beds, may well cause distinct rotations in the 
seismic data. This implies that using the current settings of the 
small-scale discontinuity analysis, these sedimentary structures could 
well be present within the seismic discontinuity cubes. The extraction of 
sedimentary features could potentially explain the high discontinuity 
magnitudes that were detected in areas where no large-scale faults were 
observed (e.g. southern and eastern edges of the Lower Ekofisk Forma-
tion) (Figs. 7 and 8). Therefore, to avoid the potential extraction of 
discontinuities caused by sedimentary structures in future studies, we 
propose that an additional vertical dip filter can be implemented to the 
small-scale discontinuity workflow. 

6. Conclusions 

This study implements a workflow of seismic-discontinuity extrac-
tion and image log-interpretation, in order to create a 3D seismic 
discontinuity cube which is representative of the fault - and fracture 
network present within the southern part of the Ekofisk Chalk Field, 
offshore Norway. 

The results of the seismic discontinuity analysis show that extracted 
faults mainly show three orientations, namely: NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, 
and WNW-ESE. Apart from these three main orientations, smaller E-W 
striking faults are also observed. These observed fault orientations are 
consistent with earlier interpretations presented in literature. 

The results of the small-scale discontinuity analysis indicate that 
most detectable features occur in proximity to – or follow the orientation 
of larger-scale faults present within the study area. The results also show 
that within the Upper Ekofisk Formation, very few small-scale discon-
tinuities are present away from larger faults. Within Lower Ekofisk 
Formation the small-scale discontinuities are more widespread and 
show higher magnitudes. 

The image log interpretation indicates that fractures depict a similar 
pattern with respect to the extracted faults, and show four main orien-
tations, namely: NW-SE, WNW-ESE, ENE-WSW and NE-SW. The 
extracted dip data ranges between 45◦ and 90◦, thereby suggesting that 
most of the interpreted fractures belong to the tectonic fracture group. 
The conducted intensity analysis shows that fractures mainly occur in 
clusters. These clusters mostly concentrate in larger separated zones 
showing relatively high fracture intensity. 

At the well locations the extracted seismic discontinuity-cube shows 
a qualitative correlation with the interpreted fracture data, with most of 
the interpreted fracture zones being captured by the seismic disconti-
nuity cube. Further, for all studied wells, the computed orientation of 
the seismic discontinuities is similar to the orientation of the interpreted 
fractures. Moreover, at the location of well B, the interpreted fractures 
and extracted seismic discontinuities show a geometric fit with 4D 
seismic hardening effects caused by four years of injection. 

Finally, based on presented results, we suggest that the seismic 
discontinuity cube is most likely representative for faults and fractures 
which actively channel fluids within the Ekofisk Field. Therefore, we 
propose that the presented workflow and results could be utilized in 

Fig. 12. a-c) Orientation distributions acquired from the image log interpretation and extracted seismic data for wells A, B and C, respectively. Azimuth results are 
extracted directly along the well (no averaging). 

Fig. 13. Seismic discontinuity cube and 4D seismic changes (seismic hardening 
after 4 years of injection) depicted on a surface which is parallel to Well B. Note 
that the log parallel to Well B represents the local fracture intensity (Fig. 10c). 
Further it should be noted that seismic softening has been filtered. 
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future projects in order to better assess the impact of natural faults and 
fractures within the Ekofisk Chalk Field and other structurally complex 
reservoirs. However, it should be noted that improvements to the 
workflow and presented dataset are necessary before such a feat can be 
fully achieved. 
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